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owman Hollis provides many other services to our textile industry customers. Among these are:

Adapters: Our complete woodworking shop gives us the capability
to custom make adapters for any of your bobbins or spindles.
Many times we can save a customer thousands of dollars by
quickly making adapters, eliminating the need for more expensive
bobbin purchases. Our knowledgeable people can tell you how
this can help you.

Your One-Stop Source for Aprons, Belts, and More!

Spare Parts: Do you have equipment from CMC/Rando, or Fiber
Controls, and worry about what will happen if a part breaks? You
don’t have to worry—we stock many parts for this equipment. Our
employees are very familiar with this equipment, and can help you
determine exactly what you need.

Machine Shop: We have a fully-equipped metalworking shop,
and can manufacture almost any type of part you need. Many
times a customer has a key piece of equipment that is no
longer in production, and when a part breaks we can make
them a new one. Of course, our long experience with all types
of textile equipment means that we can do this much better

Miscellaneous: Bowman Hollis provides many other specialty
products to keep your mill running. We offer pneumatics, casters, slitter blades in several sizes, and fluted aluminum rolls
in 2.75”, 3.25”, 4.5” and 6” diameters. A real specialty is our
thermo-formed Lexan machine guards. If you need a new
transparent guard, contact us for details.

2925 Old Steele Creek Rd.
Charlotte, NC 28208
Phone: 704-374-1500
Toll Free: 888-269-2358
Fax: 704-333-5520
www.bowmanhollis.com

1606 Orchard Hill Rd.
LaGrange, GA 30240
Phone: 706-882-6483
Toll Free: 800-822-6483
Fax: 706-882-7697

With over 50 years of experience, Bowman Hollis is the leader in manufacturing spiked and plain textile aprons. Additionally, we are your ideal supplier
for power transmission and conveyor belts, hose, wire cylinders, fillet wire,
and much, much more. Our base is firmly in the U.S. textile industry, and our
knowledge can work for you!

Bowman Hollis Keeps Your Plant Running!
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owman Hollis began as a textile apron manufacturer, and this is still at the heart of our business.
We provide any type apron you need—plain, spiked,
wood, aluminum or plastic slats, solid with slats inside—
everything! Our construction is the most durable in the industry, with more and stronger rivets, so a Bowman Hollis
apron will last much longer than cheaper alternatives. We
stock many standard aprons, and can quickly make any
special construction.

¾Knowledge ½

illet wire: Bowman Hollis has in stock a complete selection of fillet wire for all types of cards
including Rieter, Marzoli, Truetzschler, and Crosrol. We stock this in either box or spool form, for immediate shipment.
Don’t want the headache of installing it yourself? Let us do it
for you—we can quickly and precisely reclothe your rolls. In
our primary market areas, we even offer free pickup and delivery!

¾Capability ½
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elting: We stock power transmission and conveyor
belting from companies such as Gates, Habasit and
Nitta. Our textile specialties include tangential belting,
flat belts for cards and drawframes, and conveyor belts for
package conveyors, link systems, and opening rooms. Additionally, we offer high temperature belts, either woven fiberglass or metallic. With belt shops and field installation crews in
Charlotte and LaGrange, we offer quick service and reliable inplant installations.
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eaters: We are truly your one-stop source for all your
opening needs. Pin beaters, rotary doffers, beater lags
in wood or aluminum, Bowman Hollis is your best partner. Most of the largest textile manufacturers depend on us to
keep their lines up and running. If we don’t have what you
need, we can quickly manufacture it in our complete machine
shop.
Again, don’t forget about our free pickup and delivery.

¾Service ½

¾Service ½
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lexible hose: We stock many types of ducting and
conveying hose specifically for the textile industry.
Whether your needs are for ducting or product transfer, chances are we stock a hose that can save you money.
We have both reinforced and unsupported styles, and a good
selection of metric sizes. Our application knowledge is unsurpassed, as is our service and delivery. Our clear hose is a big
hit for product transfer, since you can see any foreign matter.

ire cylinders: If you have cards, garnetts, or just
about any type of fiber opening systems, you know
how much trouble the wire cylinders can be. That’s
why Bowman Hollis specializes in this area. We have both new
cylinders and reconditioned cylinders in stock. Chances are we
have just what you need. We also reclothe wire cylinders. Ask
us about our roll exchange program, where you always have a
spare.

¾Capability ½
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omb Boxes. We are the only source for the original
Duesberg comb boxes. These fit all existing cards, are
oil-less, and are extremely heavy duty for the highest
speed applications. Using these comb boxes you no longer
have to worry about oil damage to fibers or fabrics, and save
the expense of oil. We have new units, a full assortment of
spare parts, and can even repair your old comb boxes.

¾Knowledge ½
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pecialty belting: Bowman Hollis provides many types of
specialty belting. Among these are polyester spiral
woven, plastic modular belting and high temperature
solid and open mesh synthetics. Additionally, we offer several
types of flat metal belting—balanced weave, woven, galvanized and stainless steel. Of course, we also offer sprockets
for all of these specialty items.

